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Abstract: D-instanton contributions to the mass matrix of arbitrary excited string states
of type IIB string theory in the maximally supersymmetric plane-wave background are cal-
culated to leading order in the string coupling using a supersymmetric light-cone boundary
state formalism. The explicit non-perturbative dependence of the mass matrix on the com-
plex string coupling, the plane-wave mass parameter and the mode numbers of the excited
states is determined.
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1. Introduction
The conjectured correspondence between the BMN sector of N = 4, d = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills [1] and type IIB string theory in the maximally supersymmetric plane-wave
background [2] has been examined in some detail at the perturbative level [3, 4, 5]. How-
ever, the understanding of non-perturbative aspects of the correspondence has been very
limited (although D-branes were constructed on the string theory side in [6, 7]). Such non-
perturbative effects are well-studied in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence where
Yang–Mills instanton effects in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills correspond closely to
D-instanton effects in type IIB superstring theory in AdS5 × S5 [8]-[12]. A natural ques-
tion to ask is whether there is a similar relationship between non-perturbative effects in
plane-wave string theory and the BMN limit of the gauge theory.
According to the correspondence between plane-wave string theory and the BMN limit
of N = 4 Yang–Mills theory, the light-cone gauge string theory mass matrix is related to
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the gauge theory conformal dimension. More precisely, the conformal dimension, ∆, and
R-charge, J , are given by
H(2)
µ
= ∆− J , (1.1)
where H(2) denotes the two-particle hamiltonian and µ is the constant background RR
(Ramond–Ramond) five-form flux. The two-particle hamiltonian is the sum of two pieces
H(2) = H
(2)
pert +H
(2)
nonpert . (1.2)
The perturbative part, H
(2)
pert, is a power series in the string coupling, gs. These perturbative
contributions to the mass spectrum have been analysed in some detail on both the string
side and in the BMN limit of the gauge theory using the technology developed in [13]. There
have been no calculations of non-perturbative corrections due to D-instanton effects, which
contribute toH
(2)
nonpert. It is the purpose of this paper to fill the gap in the existing literature
and open the possibility of examining the proposed BMN/plane-wave correspondence at
the non-perturbative level.
The single D-instanton sector has a measure that is proportional to
e2ipiτ g7/2s , (1.3)
where τ = τ1+iτ2 ≡ C(0)+ie−φ (C(0) is the Ramond–Ramond pseudoscalar, φ is the dilaton
and gs = e
φ). The factor g
7/2
s can be extracted from the form of certain higher derivative
interactions that enter into the type IIB effective action at O(1/α′) [14]1. Although (1.3)
is exponentially small, it is the leading contribution with the phase factor e2piiC
(0)
. It is
therefore of interest to understand how the mass matrix is modified by these contributions.
In the following we will calculate such D-instanton contributions to mass matrix elements
to leading order in the string coupling. These can be compared with the gauge theory
instanton contributions to the corresponding two-point functions in the BMN limit, which
will be the subject of a separate work [15].
We will use the light-cone boundary state description of the D-instanton [7, 17] to
evaluate elements of the mass matrix for arbitrary string states. Equivalently, the leading
contribution to the two-point function of string states in the D-instanton background will
be associated with a world-sheet that is the product of two disks, with one closed-string
state attached to each, and with Dirichlet boundary conditions. These boundary conditions
impose the condition that the D-instanton has a position given by the bosonic moduli
xI0, x
+
0 , x
−
0 . The sixteen broken kinematical and dynamical supersymmetries lead to the
presence of sixteen fermionic moduli, ǫa, ηa˙, which are included by attaching a total of
sixteen fermionic open-string states to the boundaries of the disks. All the moduli are then
integrated. This procedure will be implemented by use of the boundary state formalism.
This paper is organised as follows. Some of the notation and conventions of free
light-cone plane-wave string theory are reviewed in section 2.1 and the structure of the
1More precisely, the complete dilaton dependence of any such process is a modular form that contains
specific multi D-instanton contributions, from which one can read off the measure, including the g
7/2
s factor.
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D-instanton boundary state is reviewed in section 2.2. In section 2.3 the dependence on
the fermionic moduli is obtained by applying the eight broken kinematical supersymmetries
and the eight broken dynamical supersymmetries to the boundary state. This results in a
‘dressed’ boundary state. In order to evaluate the D-instanton contribution to two-point
functions of string states this dressed boundary state is generalised to a composite two-
string boundary state that is the product of two single string boundary states. Matrix
elements of this state with physical two-string states give the D-instanton contribution to
the elements of the mass matrix to leading order in the string coupling. Equivalently, we
are evaluating the product of two disks with a single physical closed-string state attached
to each and a total of sixteen open fermionic strings (representing the fermionic moduli)
attached to the disk boundaries, which satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions in all space-
time directions. In section 2.3.1 we will see that there are no D-instanton corrections
to the mass matrix with external supergravity states, as expected. The contributions of
a single D-instanton to the mass matrix of massive string states created by the action
of string creation modes are considered in sections 3 and 4. In section 3, states with
two oscillator excitations (two impurities) are considered in detail. We will see that the
leading contributions to H
(2)
nonpert/µ behave as g
7/2
s m3 when m is large, independent of the
mode number of the oscillators. States with four bosonic string oscillator excitations are
considered in section 4. The elements of the mass matrix between such states behave as
g
7/2
s m7/r2s2, where r, −r, s, −s are the mode numbers of the oscillators on each of the
strings2. States with fermionic excitations and states with larger numbers of impurities
will also be discussed in section 4. We conclude with a summary and discussion of the
implications for the BMN limit of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory in section 5.
2. Couplings of the plane-wave D-instanton
2.1 Plane-wave string theory
In this subsection and the appendix we will review some properties of free plane-wave light-
cone gauge string theory [2]. The expressions for the supercharges and the hamiltonian are
given in the appendix in terms of integrals over the usual superstring world-sheet fields,
xI , S and S˜. Here we will summarise the mode expansions of these expressions.
The free quantum mechanics hamiltonian [2] is given by3
2p− h = m
(
a† IaI + iSa0ΠabS˜
b
0 + 4
)
+
∞∑
k=1
[
αI−kα
I
k + α˜
I
−kα˜
I
k + ωk
(
Sa−kS
a
k + S˜
a
−kS˜
a
k
)]
= m
(
a† IaI + θaLθ¯
a
L + θ¯
a
Rθ
a
R
)
+
∞∑
k=1
[
αI−kα
I
k + α˜
I
−kα˜
I
k + ωk
(
Sa−kS
a
k + S˜
a
−kS˜
a
k
)]
,
(2.1)
2These arise in pairs of equal magnitude and opposite sign. They are also equal on the two strings as a
result of the conservation of light-cone energy.
3We here use the lower case symbol h to distinguish the first quantised hamiltonian from the lowest
order contribution to the string field theory hamiltonian.
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where m = µ p− α′, ωn = sign(n)
√
m2 + n2. The matrix Π is defined in terms of SO(8) γ
matrices by
Π = γ1γ2γ3γ4 , (2.2)
and its presence in (2.1) implies that h is invariant under SO(4)×SO(4) rather than SO(8).
The choice of the matrix Π in (2.2) reflects the choice of specific directions for the constant
RR five-form flux which defines the background.
The modes of the left-moving and right-moving bosonic and fermionic world-sheet
fields, α, α˜, S and S˜, satisfy the (anti)commutation relations,
[αm, αn] = ωnδm+n , [α˜m, α˜n] = ωnδm+n ,
{Sam, Sbn} = δabδm+n , {S˜am, S˜bn} = δabδm+n , (2.3)
while all other (anti)commutators of these variables vanish. The zero-mode fermionic
variables θR, θ¯R, θL and θ¯L in (2.1) are four-component spinors with SO(4) × SO(4)
chiralities (+,+) and (−,−), defined in terms of Sa0 and S˜a0 by
θR =
1
2
√
2
(1 + Π) (Sa0 + iS˜
a
0 ) , θ¯R =
1
2
√
2
(1 + Π) (Sa0 − iS˜a0 ) ,
θL =
1
2
√
2
(1−Π) (Sa0 + iS˜a0 ) , θ¯L =
1
2
√
2
(1−Π) (Sa0 − iS˜a0 ) . (2.4)
The non-zero anticommutation relations between these spinors are
{θ¯R, θR} = (1 + Π)
2
, {θ¯L, θL} = (1 −Π)
2
. (2.5)
The transverse position and momentum operators pair together to form harmonic
oscillator creation and annihilation operators,
a† I =
1√
2|m| (p
I
0 + i|m|xI0), aI =
1√
2|m| (p
I
0 − i|m|xI0), (2.6)
satisfying
[aI , a† J ] = δIJ . (2.7)
The operators a and a† are referred to as the zero mode bosonic oscillators. The presence
of the fermion mass-term in the hamiltonian explicitly breaks the SO(8) symmetry to
SO(4) × SO(4).
Let us briefly review the massless sector of the theory. Recall that it is usual to take
the BMN vacuum state, |0〉h, to be the bottom state of a ‘massless’ supermultiplet. It is
natural to use a Fock space description for the fermions based on |0〉h as the ground state
satisfying
θ¯L|0〉h = 0 = θR|0〉h . (2.8)
In this basis the operators θL and θ¯R are creation operators and are used to create the other
states in the multiplet. The state |0〉h is a nondegenerate bosonic state with p+ = 0. All
the other states have positive p+ with equal numbers of degenerate bosons and fermions.
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The lowest lying levels of the string are generated by acting with the zero bosonic and
fermionic modes on the ground state. This generates towers of supergravity states that
include infinite numbers of Kaluza–Klein-like excitations. It will prove convenient in the
following to refer to a different basis in which the ground state is the complex dilaton, |0〉D,
that is annihilated by θL and θR. Acting on this state with θ¯R and θ¯L generates the 256
BPS states in a short supermultiplet. For example, acting with four powers of θ¯L gives the
BMN ground state,
1
4!
ǫa1a2a3a4 θ¯
a1
L θ¯
a2
L θ¯
a3
L θ¯
a4
L |0〉D = |0〉h , (2.9)
where the 0 indicates that the state is the ground state of the zero mode bosonic harmonic
oscillators. Similarly the conjugate of the BMN ground state is obtained by acting with
θ¯R,
1
4!
ǫa1a2a3a4 θ¯
a1
R θ¯
a2
R θ¯
a3
R θ¯
a4
R |0〉D = |0〉h¯ . (2.10)
In making contact with the boundary state description of the D-instanton we will
often consider matrix elements between dilaton ground states, |0〉D. In particular, the only
non-zero matrix element in the space of the zero-mode fermions (the θ’s) is
D¯〈0|0〉D = D〈0|
4∏
a=1
(θ¯aLθ¯
a
R)|0〉D . (2.11)
We will use a convention in which p− > 0 for incoming states and p− < 0 for outgoing
states. After integration over the instanton modulus x−0 , p− is conserved, which means
that for any process involving M incoming and N outgoing states
M∑
r=1
pr− +
N∑
s=1
ps− = 0 . (2.12)
The background preserves 32 supersymmetries. Sixteen of these are kinematical and
do not commute with the hamiltonian, while sixteen are dynamical and commute with the
hamiltonian. The kinematical supersymmetry generators are proportional to the θ’s and
θ¯’s. They will be denoted by q and q¯, defined by
qR = e(p−)
√
|p−|θR, qL = e(p−)
√
|p−|θL
q¯R =
√
|p−|θ¯R, q¯L =
√
|p−|θ¯L , (2.13)
where e(p−) = sign(p−). The generators q and q¯ satisfy the standard anti-commutation
relations {q, q¯} = p−.
The dynamical supersymmetry generators, Q and Q˜, are given by√
2|p−|Qa˙ = pI0γIa˙bSb0 − |m|xI0
(
γIΠ
)
a˙b
S˜b0
+
∞∑
n=1
(
cnγ
I
a˙b(α
I
−nS
b
n + α
I
nS
b
−n) +
im
2ωncn
(
γIΠ
)
a˙b
(α˜I−nS˜
b
n − α˜InS˜b−n)
)
,
(2.14)√
2|p−| Q˜a˙ = pI0γIa˙bS˜b0 + |m|xI0
(
γIΠ
)
a˙b
Sb0
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+∞∑
n=1
(
cnγ
I
a˙b(α˜
I
−nS˜
b
n + α˜
I
nS˜
b
−n)−
im
2ωncn
(
γIΠ
)
a˙b
(αI−nS
b
n − αInSb−n)
)
,
(2.15)
with cn =
√
(ωn + n)/2ωn. The combinations Q
± = 1√
2
(Q ± iQ˜) satisfy the anti-
commutation relations
{
Q+, Q−
}
= 2h+m(γijΠ)J ij +m(γi
′j′Π)J i
′j′ ,{
Q+, Q+
}
=
1
|p−|(N − N˜) ∼ 0 ,{
Q−, Q−
}
=
1
|p−|(N − N˜) ∼ 0 , (2.16)
where JIJ is the generator of angular momentum and N, N˜ are the left and right moving
number operators, defined by
N =
∞∑
n=1
(
n
ωn
αI−nα
I
n + nS
a
−nS
a
n
)
, N˜ =
∞∑
n=1
(
n
ωn
α˜I−nα˜
I
n + n S˜
a
−nS˜
a
n
)
. (2.17)
In the above and in what follows, a capital index I, J, . . . labels an SO(8) vector, an
unprimed lower case index i, j, . . . labels a vector in one of the SO(4) subgroups, while a
primed lower case index i′, j′, . . . labels a vector in the other SO(4) subgroup. The symbol
∼ indicates that N − N˜ vanishes for physical states, which satisfy the level-matching
condition.
2.2 Review of the D-instanton boundary state
The D-instanton boundary state of [7] preserves eight kinematical and eight dynamical
supersymmetries and is given by
‖z 〉〉 = N(0,0) exp
( ∞∑
k=1
1
ωk
αI−kα˜
I
−k − iηS−kMkS˜−k
)
‖z 〉〉0 , (2.18)
where ‖z 〉〉0 is the ground state of all the oscillators of non-zero mode number. The
coordinate z I is the eigenvalue of the position operator,
xI0 =
a† I − aI
i
√
2|m| , (2.19)
constructed from the zero mode oscillators, a† I and aI . The parameter η is equal to ±1,
depending on whether the state describes a D-instanton or an anti D-instanton. From here
on we shall choose η = 1. The normalisation constant in (2.18) is given by
N(0,0) = (4πm)2 . (2.20)
The matrix
Mk =
1
k
(ωk1l−mΠ) (2.21)
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satisfies
MkM
T
−k = 1l . (2.22)
The zero-mode part of the state is given by
‖z 〉〉0 = e−|m|z 2/2ei
√
2|m|z ·a†e
1
2
a
†·a†|0〉D , (2.23)
where |0〉D is the ground state of all the oscillators in the basis in which θL and θR are
annihilation modes.
The boundary state was shown in [7] to satisfy the conditions(
San + iM
ab
n S˜
b
−n
)
‖z 〉〉 = 0 . (2.24)
It will be convenient to decompose the SO(8) spinors Sn and S˜n into spinors of definite
SO(4) chiralities by defining
S+n =
1
2
(1 + Π)Sn , S
−
n =
1
2
(1−Π)Sn , (2.25)
so that ΠS±n = ±S±n , and similarly for S˜n. Then (2.24) can be rewritten as(
S±n + iM
±
n S˜
±
−n
)
‖z 〉〉 = 0 , (2.26)
where
M±n =
ωn ∓ m
n
=
√
ωn ∓ m
ωn ± m . (2.27)
Note also that
S〈0|S±k S±−n|0〉S = δkn , S〈0|S±k S∓−n|0〉S = 0 , (2.28)
where |0〉S satisfies Sk|0〉S = S˜k|0〉S = 0 for k > 0.
The n = 0 condition in (2.24) ensures that the state preserves half the kinematical
supersymmetries,
qL‖z 〉〉 = 0 = qR‖z 〉〉 . (2.29)
Likewise, it preserves a linear combination of dynamical supersymmetries,
Q+‖z 〉〉 = 0 , (2.30)
where
√
2Q+ = Q+ iQ˜. Applying the eight broken kinematical supersymmetries, q¯L and
q¯R, and the eight broken dynamical supersymmetries,
√
2Q− = Q − iQ˜, to the boundary
state generates sixteen fermionic moduli.
2.3 Two states coupling to a D-instanton
In this subsection we will calculate the contribution to the mass matrix of two-string
states coupling to the D-instanton. To leading order in the string coupling this process
is determined by the product of the one-point functions of closed strings coupling to a
disk world-sheet, as shown in figure 1. It will be crucial to include the sixteen fermionic
moduli associated with open strings coupling to the boundaries of the disks, which were
not discussed in [7].
– 7 –
21
Figure 1: Leading order contribution to the two-point function. Dashed lines indicate the sixteen
fermionic moduli, while solid lines indicate external states. The complete process is a sum of such
contributions with the sixteen fermionic moduli distributed between the two disks in all possible
ways.
Each disk is defined in a separate Fock space labelled 1 and 2, so that the D-instanton
state in this space is given by
‖Vˆ (0)2 , z 〉〉 = ‖z 〉〉1 ⊗ ‖z 〉〉2 eix
+
0 (p1++p2+)eix
−
0 (p1−+p2−) , (2.31)
where the superscript (0) indicates that the fermionic moduli are not yet included.
Conservation of p− follows upon integrating over the modulus x−0 so that there is a
factor of δ(p1−+p2−) in the two-point function. We will take p1− ≡ p− = −p2− > 0, which
means that m ≡ µα′p− > 0 on disk 1 and m < 0 on disk 2. After integration over the light-
cone time modulus, x+0 , the process will preserve the p+ component of momentum, which
means that there is a factor of δ(hi + hf ), where hi, hf are the light-cone hamiltonians for
the incoming and outgoing states, respectively.
The dependence of the two-boundary state (2.31) on the transverse position modulus,
z , is given by the product of a factor (2.23) for each disk. Therefore, making use of the
gaussian integral∫
d8ze−|m|z
2
e−i
√
2|m|(a†1+a†2)·z e(a
†
1
2
+a†2
2
)/2|0〉1⊗|0〉2 = π4m−4e−a
†
1·a†2 |0〉1⊗|0〉2 , (2.32)
the two-particle vertex integrated over the bosonic moduli (still ignoring fermionic moduli)
has the form
‖Vˆ (0)2 〉〉 ≡
∫
d8z ‖Vˆ (0)2 , z 〉〉
= (2π)8 exp
( ∞∑
k=1
1
ωk
α
(1)I
−k α˜
(1)I
−k − iS(1)−kMkS˜(1)−k
+
1
ωk
α
(2)I
−k α˜
(2)I
−k − iS(2)−kMkS˜(2)−k
)
e−a
†
1·a†2 |0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2 . (2.33)
Note, in particular, that the factor ofm4 in the normalization of the boundary state cancels
after integration over z .
We will now consider the effect of applying the broken supersymmetries acting on
the D-instanton in order to determine the dependence on the supermoduli. The broken
kinematic supersymmetries multiply the vertex by the factor
(ǫ¯R(q¯1R + q¯2R))
4 (ǫ¯L(q¯1L + q¯2L))
4 . (2.34)
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while the broken dynamical supersymmetries give the factor
(η(Q−1 +Q
−
2 ))
8 . (2.35)
The spinors ǫ¯aR and ǫ¯
a
L are parameters of the kinematical supersymmetries with opposite
SO(4)×SO(4) chiralities, so the index a has effectively four components for each chirality
(which will be labelled by aL and aR). The dynamical supersymmetry parameter η
a˙ has
eight components.
Applying the broken kinematic supersymmetries (2.34) to the original D-instanton
state and integrating over ǫ¯R and ǫ¯L gives the state
‖Vˆ2〉〉 = ǫaL1aL2aL3aL4 ǫbR1bR2bR3bR4
4∏
r=1
(θ¯2L + θ¯1L)
aLr (θ¯2R + θ¯1R)
bRr ‖Vˆ (0)2 〉〉 . (2.36)
The products involving θ¯L’s and θ¯R’s can be interpreted as follows. The boundary state
is located at a particular value of z , ǫL, ǫR in superspace. The two disks are therefore
associated with factors
δ4(θ¯1L + ǫ¯L)δ
4(θ¯2L + ǫ¯L)
and a similar one involving θ¯R’s. Integrating over ǫ¯L and ǫ¯R gives the factor
δ4(θ¯2L + θ¯1L)δ
4(θ¯2R + θ¯1R) = ǫaL1aL2aL3aL4 ǫbR1bR2bR3bR4
4∏
r=1
(θ¯2L + θ¯1L)
aLr (θ¯2R + θ¯1R)
bRr .
The vertex ‖Vˆ2〉〉 satisfies the conditions
(a1 + a
†
2)‖Vˆ2〉〉 = 0 = (a†1 + a2)‖Vˆ2〉〉
(θ¯2L + θ¯1L)‖Vˆ2〉〉 = 0 = (θ¯2R + θ¯1R)‖Vˆ2〉〉 . (2.37)
The remaining supermoduli are the ηa˙ associated with the broken dynamical supersym-
metries, Q−. Applying the broken dynamical supersymmetries to the state ‖Vˆ2〉〉 produces
an additional prefactor, resulting in the complete boundary state,
‖V2〉〉 =
∫
d8η (η(Q−1 +Q
−
2 ))
8‖Vˆ2〉〉 , (2.38)
which couples to any pair of physical closed-string states subject to them preserving p+
and p−.
We now need to show that the unbroken supersymmetries,
ǫaRR (q1R + q2R)
aR ǫaLL (q1L + q2L)
aL , η˜a˙(Q+1 −Q+2 )a˙ , (2.39)
annihilate the vertex, ‖V2〉〉, so the state preserves half the supersymmetries. The vertex
‖Vˆ (0)2 〉〉 is automatically annihilated by these supersymmetries, so the issue is whether they
continue to do so in the presence of the prefactors in (2.36) and (2.38). So we need to show
that the commutators of the unbroken supersymmetries with these prefactors all vanish.
Although the conserved kinematical supersymmetry, ǫR(q1R+q2R), does not commute with
– 9 –
the prefactor
(
η(Q−1 +Q
−
2 )
)8
, the commutator is proportional to (a1+a
†
2), which vanishes
when acting on the vertex, ‖Vˆ2〉〉 (similarly, the commutator of the conserved kinematical
supersymmetry, ǫL(q1L + q2L), is proportional to (a2 + a
†
1), which also vanishes on the
vertex). The conserved dynamical supersymmetry, η (Q+1 − Q+2 ), also does not commute
with the prefactor in (2.38), but the commutator is proportional to the sum, p1+ + p2+,
which vanishes since the light-cone energy is conserved in the on-shell two-point function.
Finally, the conserved dynamical supersymmetry does not commute with the prefactor∏4
r=1(θ¯2L + θ¯1L)
aLr (θ¯2R + θ¯1R)
bRr in the vertex ‖Vˆ2〉〉, but its commutator is proportional
to (a1 + a
†
2) or (a
†
1 + a2), each of which vanishes when acting on the vertex.
Elements of the mass matrix for external states χ1 and χ2 are proportional to matrix
elements of the form
e2ipiτ g7/2s 1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2‖V2〉〉 . (2.40)
The analysis of the integral over the eight components of η is very different in the zero
mode sector (the supergravity sector) from the non zero-mode sector. We will therefore
first analyse the mass matrix for the supergravity sector before considering more general
stringy effects.
2.3.1 Decoupling of supergravity modes
The piece of Q− that depends on zero modes is given by (see appendix)
√
2|p−|Q−0a˙ = (pI0γI − i|m|xI0γIΠ)a˙b(S0 − iS˜0)b
=
√
2(pI0γ
I − i|m|xI0γIΠ)a˙b(θ¯R + θ¯L)b
= 2
√
|m|
(
a · γθ¯R + a† · γθ¯L
)
a˙
, (2.41)
where we have used Πθ¯R = +θ¯R and Πθ¯L = −θ¯L. We also note that the part of the
conserved dynamical supersymmetries, Q+, that depends on zero modes is given by
√
2|p−|Q+0a˙ = 2
√
|m|(a · γθL + a† · γθR)a˙ . (2.42)
The commutation relations between the a’s and Q− are given by
[Q−, aI ] =
√
2µγI θ¯L, [Q
−, aI ] =
√
2µγI θ¯R , (2.43)
and
{Q−, θ¯L} = 0, {Q−, θ¯R} = 0 . (2.44)
The expressions for the zero-mode parts of the broken dynamical supersymmetries that
enter in (2.38) are4
Q−1 =
√
2µγ ·
(
a1θ¯1R + a
†
1θ¯1L
)
, Q−2 = −
√
2µγ ·
(
a
†
2θ¯2R + a2θ¯2L
)
(2.45)
4Note that according to our conventions an incoming state has positive momentum while an outgoing
state has negative momentum.
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According to the above, the matrix elements of the mass matrix between states 〈χ1|
and 〈χ2| have the form
1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2‖V2〉〉 =
∫
d8η 1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2|
8∏
r=1
(ηa˙r (Q−1 +Q
−
2 )
a˙r )‖Vˆ2〉〉 . (2.46)
The last factor in
∏
η (Q−1 + Q
−
2 ) acts on the boundary state. In this factor one can
substitute a†2 = −a1 and a1 = − a†2 (using (2.37)). This factor is then of the form
γ ·
(
−a†2(θ¯1R + θ¯2R) + a†1(θ¯1L + θ¯2L)
)
, (2.47)
which vanishes when multiplying the prefactor
∏4
r=1(θ¯1L + θ¯2L)
aLr(θ¯1R + θ¯2R)
bRr in ‖Vˆ2〉〉.
We therefore see that the matrix elements involving two supergravity states of arbitrary
excitation number vanish, as expected.
When one of the states has no stringy excitations and the other does the matrix element
also vanishes. This follows from the fact that the two external states have to have same
value of p+ (or level number) after integration over the x
+
0 modulus of the D-instanton.
When both of the states have stringy excitations the matrix element does not vanish.
3. Matrix elements between two-impurity single-string states
We now turn to consider the matrix elements of states with non-zero mode number exci-
tations, which are generically non-vanishing. One general feature of these matrix elements
follows from the fact that, apart from the prefactor associated with the broken supersym-
metries, the boundary state is simply an exponential of a scalar quadratic form in the
excited oscillators. In the absence of the prefactor the boundary state would factorise into
the product of two scalar operators and therefore would only couple to states in which the
impurities are combined into SO(4) × SO(4) singlets. Only the prefactor (η (Q−1 +Q−2 ))8
couples the SO(4)×SO(4) spin between the two disks. In the first instance we will restrict
ourselves to states with only two impurities.
The complete list of two-impurity states based on the BMN vacuum at a given mass
level is given by
NS −NS : α(I−nα˜J)−n|0〉h , α[I−nα˜J ]−n|0〉h , αI−nα˜I−n|0〉h ,
RR : Sa−nS˜
a
−n|0〉h , Sa−nγIJab S˜b−n|0〉h , Sa−nγIJKLab S˜b−n|0〉h ,
NS −R : αI−nS˜a−n|0〉h ,
R−NS : Sa−nα˜I−n|0〉h , (3.1)
where NS and R indicate the Neveu–Schwarz and Ramond sectors, respectively. The
masses of each of these states is 2ωn in the free string theory, while our aim is to evaluate
the one-instanton mass matrix that corrects the masses of such states. Although the list
(3.1) is labelled with SO(8) transverse vector indices for economy of presentation, the
boundary state only respects the SO(4)×SO(4) subgroup. We will first consider states in
the NS −NS sector that have two bosonic impurities.
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3.1 Two bosonic impurities
In this case we will take the external states to be stringy excitations of the BMN ground
state. In this case the bra vectors in (2.46) are given by
1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2| =
1
ωpωq
t
(1)
IJ t
(2)
KLh〈0|α(1)Ip α˜(1)Jp ⊗ h〈0|α(2)Kq α˜(2)Lq . (3.2)
The normalisation has been chosen so that each external state has unit norm if the wave
functions satisfy t
(1)
IJ t
(1)
IJ = 1 = t
(2)
IJ t
(2)
IJ .
We now proceed to evaluate the matrix element (2.46). The non-zero modes enter into
Q− in the following manner
√
2|p−|Q−a˙ n 6=0 =
∞∑
n=1
(γIN+)a˙b(α
I
nS
b
−n − i α˜InS˜b−n)
+ (γIN−)a˙b(αI−nS
b
n − i α˜I−nS˜bn) , (3.3)
where we have defined
(N±)ab = (cn1l± m
2ωncn
Π)ab . (3.4)
The matrices N+ and N− satisfy
N2+ =
n
ωn
M−n , N+N− =
n
ωn
, N2− =
n
ωn
Mn . (3.5)
We will make use of the following commutation relations that are valid for p− > 0,√
2|p−|
[
Q−a˙ , α
J
−p
]
= ωpγ
IN+a˙bS
b
−p (3.6)√
2|p−|
[
Q−a˙ , α˜
J
−p
]
= −iωpγIN+a˙bS˜b−p (3.7)√
2|p−|
{
Q−a˙ , S
b
−p
}
= γIN−a˙bαI−p (3.8)√
2|p−|
{
Q−a˙ , S˜
b
−p
}
= −iγIN−a˙bα˜I−p . (3.9)
For p− < 0 the sign of m changes and the matrices N+ and N− are interchanged.
The vertex ‖V2〉〉 in (2.46) contains the prefactor
(η(Q−1 +Q
−
2 ))
8 =
8∑
p=0
C8p(ηQ
−
1 )
p(ηQ−2 )
8−p , (3.10)
where C8p are binomial coefficients. The different terms in the sum in (3.10) generate
couplings between external states in different SO(4) × SO(4) representations when they
act on the boundary state ‖Vˆ2〉〉.
With external states of the form (3.2) an even number of Q−’s must be distributed
between the disks so only the terms with even p contribute. For each value of p each disk
couples to an external string state that lies in symmetric, antisymmetric or trace irreducible
representations of SO(4) × SO(4) which are shown in table 1.
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p Disk 1 Disk 2 SO(4) × SO(4) reps.
0 (Q−)0 (Q−)8 (i, i) + (j′, j′)
2 (Q−)2 (Q−)6 [i, j] , [i′, j′] , [i, j′]
4 (Q−)4 (Q−)4 (i, j)t , (i′, j′)t , (i, i) , (j′ , j′) , (i, j′)
6 (Q−)6 (Q−)2 [i, j] , [i′, j′] , [i, j′]
8 (Q−)8 (Q−)0 (i, i) + (j′, j′)
Table 1: Distribution of the eight Q−’s between the two disks leads to couplings between pairs
of SO(4)× SO(4) irreducible representations listed in the last column. The symbol [a, b] indicates
an antisymmetric representation, (a, b)t indicates a symmetric traceless irreducible representation
while (a, a) indicates a singlet of either SO(4).
3.1.1 Matrix elements of symmetric tensor and singlet states
We will first consider the p = 4 case, in which there is a pre-factor of Q4. This contributes
to the SO(4)×SO(4) representations, (i, j), (i′, j′), (i, i), (j′, j′) and (i, j′)+ (j′, i). In this
case we need to include the terms with binomial coefficients C84 in (3.10).
Since the external states are bra vectors containing two excited annihilation oscillators,
and since each factor of (Q−1 + Q
−
2 ) in the prefactor contains the sum of products of
one creation mode and one annihilation mode, we need only keep the bilinear terms in
the expansion of the exponential factor in the boundary ket state. The matrix elements
therefore have the form
1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2| (η(Q−1 +Q−2 ))8|
( ∞∑
k=1
1
ωk
α
(1)I
−k α˜
(1)I
−k − iS(1)−kMkS˜(1)−k
)
( ∞∑
l=1
1
ωl
α
(2)J
−l α˜
(2)J
−l − iS(2)−lMlS˜(2)−l
)
|0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2 . (3.11)
We will evaluate (3.11) by commuting factors of η(Q−1 + Q
−
2 ) to the right, noting
that the commuted part annihilates the ground-state ket vector. We therefore pick up
factors of [(ηQ−)r, αI ] or [(ηQ−)r, Sa] for various values of the integer r. These factors
are summarised in table 2 (in which N I± ≡ γI N±)5. Overall powers of |p−| are omitted in
this list since these cancel with factors of |p−| coming from the kinematic supersymmetries
once both the disks are included.
5Recall that the sign of m in Q−2 is reversed relative to that in Q
−
1 .
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αI−n S
a
−n√
2|p−|Q−a˙1 ωn(N I+)a˙1cSc−n (N I−)a˙1aαI−n∏2
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r nγIJa˙1a˙2αJ−n ωn(N I−)a˙1a(N I+S−n)a˙2∏3
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r nωnγIJa˙1a˙2(NJ+S−n)a˙3 n(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3αJ−n∏4
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r n2γIJa˙1a˙2γJKa˙3a˙4αK−n nωn(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3(NJ+S−n)a˙4∏5
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r ωnn2γIJa˙1a˙2γJKa˙3a˙4(NK+ S−n)a˙5 n2(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3γJKa˙4a˙5αK−n∏6
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r n3γIJa˙1a˙2γJKa˙3a˙4γKLa˙5a˙6αL−n ωnn2(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3γJKa˙4a˙5(NK+ S−n)a˙6∏7
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r ωnn3γIJa˙1a˙2γJKa˙3a˙4γKLa˙5a˙6(NL+S−n)a˙7 n3(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3γJKa˙4a˙5γKLa˙6a˙7αL−n∏8
r=1
√
2|p−|Q−a˙r n4γIJa˙1a˙2γJKa˙3a˙4γKLa˙5a˙6γLMa˙7a˙8αM−n ωnn3(N I−)a˙1aγIJa˙2a˙3γJKa˙4a˙5γKLa˙6a˙7(NL+S−n)a˙8
Table 2: Action of broken supersymmetries on the left-moving (untilded) oscillators with p− > 0.
The result for the right-movers (tilded) oscillators is given by inserting an extra factor of (−i)r.
When p− < 0 the matrices N− and N+ are interchanged. The matrices N
I
± are defined by N
I
± ≡
γI N±.
Since the external states are made of bosonic oscillators only, we will need to act
with an even number of Q−’s on each bosonic oscillator and with an odd number on each
fermionic oscillator. In other words, we need to evaluate an expression of the form,
1
ω
[(ηQ−)4, α)]α˜ +
1
ω
α[(ηQ−)4), α˜] + 6
1
ω
[(ηQ−)2, α] [(ηQ−)2, α˜]
+4[(ηQ−)3, S] [ηQ−, S˜] + 4[ηQ−, S] [(ηQ−)3, S˜] , (3.12)
where we have suppressed the index structure. The various numerical factors in front of
each term are the binomial coefficients C4n.
Using table 1 and the following identity
N−MnN− +
n
ωn
= 2Mn , (3.13)
we obtain a contribution to the first disk of the form
||Disk 1〉〉 ≡
∞∑
n=1
n
[
(ηγRγKη)
(
ηγK(
ωn
n
1l− m
n
Π)γSη
)]
α
(1)(R
−n α˜
(1)S)
−n |0 〉1 . (3.14)
For the second disk, the result can be obtained from equation (3.14) by replacing m by
−m, giving
||Disk 2〉〉 ≡
∞∑
n=1
n
[
(ηγP γLη)
(
ηγL(
ωn
n
1l +
m
n
Π)γQη
)]
α
(2)(P
−n α˜
(2)Q)
−n |0 〉2 . (3.15)
The mass matrix is obtained by evaluating
1
ωpωq
t
(1)
(IJ)t
(2)
(KL)
∫
d8η 〈0|α(1)Ip α˜(1)Jp ||Disk 1〉〉 × 〈0|α(2)Kq α˜(2)Lq ||Disk 2〉〉 , (3.16)
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This expression involves the Grassmann integral,∫
d8 ηηγIKη ηγKM−n γ
Jη ηγPLη ηγLM+n γ
Qη . (3.17)
Integration over the η’s can be efficiently expressed in terms of the four-component chiral
SO(4) × SO(4) spinors
η± =
1
2
(1±Π) η . (3.18)
The integrals we will meet later are all of the form∫
d4η±η±γijη± η±γklη± = (−δikδjl + δilδjk ± ǫijkl) ≡ T ±ijkl , (3.19)∫
d4η±η±γi
′j′η± η±γk
′l′η± = (δi
′k′δj
′l′ − δi′l′δj′k′ ± ǫi′j′k′l′) ≡ −T ∓i′j′k′l′ , (3.20)∫
d4η±η±γijη± η±γk
′l′η± = 0 , (3.21)
or can be converted to this form by making use of the Fierz transformation
η±a˙ η
±
b˙
=
1
16
(
(γklP±)a˙b˙ηγ
klη + (γk
′l′P±)a˙b˙ηγ
k′l′η
)
, (3.22)
where P± = 12(1l±Π).
The tensors T ±ijkl, defined in (3.19), have the property that they are left invariant under
the interchange of the first and last pair of indices and they satisfy the (anti)self-duality
condition
ǫj1j2p3p4 T ±j1j2j3j4 = ±2T ±p3p4j3j4 . (3.23)
We also note the property
T +ispjT −rijq = 2(δrqδps + δsqδrp)− δpqδrs , (3.24)
which is invariant under p↔ q, r ↔ s.
Mass matrix elements with (I, J) = (i, j)
Up to now the indices I, J,K,L have labelled SO(8) vectors which can take values in
either of the SO(4) factors in the SO(4)×SO(4) subgroup. At this point we will specialise
to the representation in which the vector indices (I, J) are in one of the SO(4) subgroups
of SO(4) × SO(4), so that (I, J) → (i, j). In this case the integration over the fermionic
moduli, η, in (3.16) involves evaluation of the Grassmann integral∫
d8 ηηγiKη ηγKM−n γ
jη ηγPLη ηγLM+n γ
Qη , (3.25)
where
M±n =
ωn
n
1± m
n
Π . (3.26)
We will only consider the leading power of m in the m → ∞ limit, which is relevant
to the comparison with the gauge theory. The only non-zero matrix elements arise when
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the indices (P,Q) are in the first SO(4) factor, so that (P,Q) = (p, q). In this case (3.22)
and (3.19) lead to (in the limit m→∞)
n2
m2
∫
d8 η ηγiKη ηγKM−n γ
jη ηγpLη ηγLM+n γ
qη
→ (T +ikkjT −pllq) + (9T −iklqT +kjpl) = 9(δpqδij) + 18(δpiδqj + δpjδiq −
1
2
δpqδij) . (3.27)
This expression couples the symmetric traceless wave functions, t
(1)
(ij)t
and t
(2)
(pq)t
as well as
the SO(4) singlets t
(1)
(ii) and t
(2)
(pp). Matrix elements with (I, J) = (i, j) and (P,Q) = (p
′, q′)
vanish. Of course, there is an expression similar to (3.27) with primed indices replacing
the unprimed ones.
To summarise, the matrix elements between states with two bosonic impurities with
symmetrised indices in the same SO(4) factor are proportional to
e2piiτ g7/2s m
4 t
(1)
ij t
(2)
pq (δ
piδqj + δpjδiq) . (3.28)
Mass matrix elements with (I, J) = (i, j′)
The disk with four Q−’s attached couples to the symmetric combination (I, J) →
(i, j′)⊕ (j′, i). Explicitly, the η-dependence for disk 1 appears in the combination
1
2
ηγiKηηγK(1−Π)γj′η = η+γikη+η+γkj′η− + η−γikη−η+γkj′η− + 2η+γik′η−η−γk′j′η− ,
(3.29)
which only has odd powers of η+ and η−. The analogous factor for disk 2 is
1
2
ηγPLηηγL(1 + Π)γQ = η+γplη+η+γlq
′
η− + η−γplη−η−γlq
′
η+
+ 2η−γpl
′
η+η+γl
′q′η+ + 2η+γp
′lη−η−γlqη−
+ η+γp
′l′η+η+γl
′qη− + η−γp
′l′η−η+γl
′qη− . (3.30)
Multiplying the expressions (3.29) and (3.30) gives three types of terms,∫
d4η+d4η−
[
(η+γikη+η−γkj
′
η+η+γl
′qη−η−γp
′l′η−)
+(η−γikη−η+γp
′l′η+η+γkj
′
η−η+γl
′qη−)
]
= −1
8
(T +ikkqT −p′l′l′j′ + T −ikkqT +p′l′l′j′) , (3.31)
2
∫
d4η+d4η−η−γikη−η+γl
′q′η+η−γkj
′
η−η−γpl
′
η+ = −1
4
T −ikkpT +q′l′l′j′ , (3.32)
2
∫
d4η+d4η−η−γk
′j′η−η+γplη+η−γik
′
η−η+γlq
′
η− = −1
4
T −j′k′k′q′T +plli . (3.33)
It is straightforward to show from these expressions that the matrix elements of this type
are of the form
e2piiτ g7/2s m
4 t
(1)
ij′ t
(2)
p′q
(
δiqδp′j′ + δq′j′δpi
)
. (3.34)
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It is of interest to compare the above matrix elements with those deduced from N = 4
Yang–Mills theory in the BMN limit. The gauge theory parameters relevant to this limit
are expressed in terms of those of string theory by the relations [1, 18]
J2
N
≡ g2 = 4πgsm2 , g2YM
N
J2
≡ λ′ = 1
m2
, (3.35)
and the light-cone string theory hamiltonian is expressed in terms of J and ∆ by H(2)/µ =
∆ − J . The presence of the D-instanton contribution to the two-particle hamiltonian in
string theory therefore implies that there should be a corresponding contribution to the
two-point function of the corresponding BMN operators in N = 4 Yang–Mills gauge theory
of the form
eiθ−8pi
2/g2
YM g
7/2
2 λ
′2 .
We will see in [15] that this dependence on the coupling constant does indeed emerge from
the gauge theory although it proves very difficult to evaluate the instanton contribution in
detail in the two-impurity case6.
3.1.2 Matrix elements of SO(8) antisymmetric tensors in the NS −NS sector
The two-string state describing strings in the antisymmetric NS −NS representation is
1
ωpωq
t
(1)
[IJ ] t
(2)
[KL] h〈0|α(1)Ip α˜(1)Jp ⊗ h〈0|α(2)Kq α˜(2)Lq . (3.36)
In this case the boundary state contribution comes from terms in (3.10) with p = 2 and
p = 6, where two Q−’s are distributed on one disk and six on the other. Specialising again
to the case in which the vector indices in (3.36) lie in one of the SO(4) subgroups of SO(8)
the matrix element turns out to be proportional to (T +ijkl+ T −ijkl). To leading order in m it
is proportional to
e2piiτ g7/2s m
4 t
(1)
ij t
(2)
kl (δikδjl − δjkδil) , (3.37)
where t(1) and t(2) are the antisymmetric tensor wave functions of the two states. The result
(3.37) has the same dependence on the parameters as in the symmetric case considered
earlier.
A similar result follows when the external states have vector indices in the other SO(4).
It is also easy to see that there is no mixing of the [i, j] states with the [i′, j′] states.
Furthermore a state with one index in each of the SO(4) factors, [i, j′], only mixes with a
similar state, again resulting in a dependence on the parameters of the form e2piiτ g
7/2
s m4.
3.1.3 Matrix elements of SO(8) singlets in the NS −NS sector
As remarked earlier, the singlet SO(8) representation is the direct sum of SO(4) singlets in
SO(4)× SO(4). This is denoted by (ii) + (j′j′) in table 1. In this case the wave functions
are t
(1)
II and t
(2)
II and the result turns out to be proportional to g
7/2
s m2. This is suppressed
by a power of m−2 relative to the matrix elements of (ii) − (j′j′), which accounts for the
earlier observation that this matrix element vanishes in the m→∞ limit. In this case the
gauge theory result should be proportional to g6YM rather than g
4
YM .
6It turns out that in the gauge theory, the four-impurity case is under better control.
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3.2 Matrix elements of excited RR states
We will only briefly consider matrix elements of pairs of states with two R impurities. For
simplicity let us consider the SO(4) × SO(4) RR singlet that comes from the SO(8) RR
four-form. In this case the leading contribution arises when each disk has four Q−’s. The
dominant contribution in the large m limit arises when two Q−’s act on each S and S˜ on
each disk. Consider the case in which the external state on disk 1 (with p− > 0) is of the
form S+S˜+. This disk contributes at order m3. Now consider the case that the external
state on the disk 2 (with p− < 0 so that m < 0) is of the form S+S˜+. This is suppressed
by 1/m2 relative to the first disk and the combined power of m is m4, as in the NS −NS
sector. Note that this is an example of a two-point function which also gets perturbative
contributions, as do the NS −NS two-point functions considered earlier. However, if the
external state is of the form S−S˜− the result is proportional to m3 on each disk and the net
power of m is m6. In this example there are no perturbative contributions, which follows
from the fact that 〈S+S−〉 = 0.
3.2.1 Other matrix elements of two-impurity states
The last example illustrates a general feature of states involving fermionic excitations,
namely, that the two-point functions of states with a large number of fermionic excitations
can have a high positive power of m. On the gauge theory side, this corresponds to a large
negative power of λ′. Of course, since the instanton contributions under consideration have
a prefactor of e−8pi
2/g2
YM = e−8pi
2N/λ′J2 the λ′ → 0 limit is not divergent. We will see in
[15] that this qualitatively matches the behaviour of the analogous Yang–Mills instanton
contributions to the gauge theory in the BMN limit.
An important general observation is that the D-instanton induces mixing between
NS − NS and R − R states which does not occur at any order in string perturbation
theory. This is easily seen from the fact that the D-instanton boundary state is a source
of R−R charge. This mixing is discussed in more detail in [16].
Fermionic states can be analysed in a similar manner. They require an odd number of
Q−’s on each disk.
4. Matrix elements between states with four bosonic impurities
In this section we consider external states made from four bosonic oscillators. It will turn
out that the comparison of matrix elements for these states with the anomalous dimensions
of corresponding operators in the gauge theory is under better control than in the case of
two impurity operators. We will only consider the case in which all the vector indices on
the bosonic oscillators are in one of the SO(4) factors. In this case the two-particle state
has the form
1〈χ1| ⊗ 2〈χ2| =
1
ω2rω
2
s
t
(1)
j1j2j3j4
t(2)p1p2p3p4
h〈0|α(1)j1r α˜(1)j2r α(1)j3s α˜(1)j4s ⊗ h〈0|α(2)p1r α˜(2)p2r α(2)p3s α˜(2)p4s . (4.1)
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Here, we have used the property of the D-instanton boundary state that the only non-zero
matrix elements are those in which each αp mode is accompanied by a α˜p with the same
mode number, p. Also, conservation of p+ requires that the mode numbers of state (1) are
the same as those of state (2).
To leading order in the m → ∞ limit the contribution to matrix elements, 1〈χ1| ⊗
2〈χ2|V2〉〉, is obtained by expanding the boundary state and retaining the term involving
the product of two fermion bilinears on each disk. These contributions are dominant since
the fermion bilinear in the exponent of the boundary state operator comes with an explicit
factor of m in the large-m limit. Therefore, in order to get a non-vanishing overlap with
states made of bosonic oscillators, there must be 4 Q−’s on each disk with one broken
supersymmetry acting on each of the fermions. To leading order in m this leads to the
following instantonic contribution to H(2)
tj1j˜2j3j˜4tp1p˜2p3p˜4e
2piiτg7/2s m
8 1
r2s2∫
d8η ηγj1(1l−Π)γj2η ηγj3(1l−Π)γj4η ηγp1(1l + Π)γp2η ηγp3(1l + Π)γp4η , (4.2)
where the tilded index is associated with α˜ and the untilded with α and there is level
matching for the first and last pair of indices. Considering all the indices on the external
wavefunctions to belong to the first SO(4) yields for the second line in equation (4.2)∫
d8η η+γj1j˜2η+ η+γj3 j˜4η+ η−γp1p˜2η− η−γp3p˜4η− , (4.3)
which using equation (3.19) reduces to
T +
j1j˜2j3j˜4
T −p1p˜2p3p˜4 =
(
ǫj1j˜2j3j˜4 + δj1j3δj˜2j˜4 − δj1j˜4δj˜2j3
)
×
(
ǫp1p˜2p3p˜4 − δp1p3δp˜2p˜4 + δp1p˜4δp˜2p3
)
. (4.4)
Thus, the matrix elements of two states with four bosonic impurities (with all impurities
in one of the SO(4) factors) is given by
tj1j˜2j3j˜4tp1p˜2p3p˜4e
2piiτg7/2s m
8 1
r2s2
T +
j1j˜2j3j˜4
T −p1p˜2p3p˜4 . (4.5)
Note that the tensors T ±j1j2j3j4 = ±ǫj1j2j3j4 + δj1j3δj2j4 − δj1j4δj2j3 are self-dual, i.e.,
ǫj1j2p3p4T ±j1j2j3j4 = ±2T ±p3p4j3j4 . (4.6)
Recalling that 4πgsm
2 = g2 = J
2/N , we see that the string result predicts that the
corresponding four impurity operators on the gauge theory side should receive instanton
contributions to anomalous dimensions at order J7/N7/2. The rest of the possible four-
impurity states are suppressed by powers ofm compared to this leading result. For example,
if the external states are of the type h〈0|α[j1r α˜j2]r α[j3s α˜j4]s , then the result will be proportional
to m4 rather than m8. The corresponding gauge theory result would appear at order
J3g4YM/N
3/2.
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5. Discussion
We have evaluated the leading single D-instanton contribution to the mass matrix ele-
ments of certain states of maximally supersymmetric plane-wave string theory. These are
contributions that are exponentially suppressed by a factor e−2piτ2 , but are uniquely spec-
ified by the characteristic instanton phase, e2piiτ1 . Our specific results concern states with
up to four impurities with non-zero mode numbers (a state with zero mode number is a
protected supergravity state and has vanishing mass matrix element with all other states).
The structure of the boundary state makes it obvious that the only states that couple with
a D-instanton are those with an even number of impurities. Furthermore, when there are
4+ 2n impurities the only states that couple to the D-instanton are those in which n pairs
form SO(4) × SO(4) singlets. We also saw in section 3.2 that mass matrix elements of
states with a large number of fermionic excitations can have a high positive power of m
(multiplying the factor of e2piiτ ). This only arises for matrix elements which do not get any
contributions in string perturbation theory.
It is of interest to see how the string mass matrix elements translate into statements
concerning contributions of Yang–Mills instantons to the anomalous dimensions of states
in the BMN limit of N = 4 superconformal gauge theory. The duality relates corrections to
the masses of physical states to anomalous dimensions of the dual operators. A quantitative
comparison requires the diagonalisation of both the mass matrix in string theory and the
matrix of anomalous dimensions in the gauge theory [19]. Since we have not diagonalized
the mass-matrix the best we can do is to compare the behaviour of individual matrix
elements. Furthermore, in order to remain in the perturbative regime of the string theory,
gs → 0, as well as in the Yang–Mills theory, λ′ → 0, we have concentrated on the limit m→
∞. To leading order as m→∞ the matrix elements between two-impurity states given in
section 3 have the form eiθ−8pi
2/g2
YM g
7/2
2 λ
′2, when expressed in terms of the parameters of
the Yang–Mills theory in the BMN limit. In particular, they are independent of the mode
numbers of the states. In the case of four impurities the mass-matrix elements have the
form eiθ−8pi
2/g2
YM g
7/2
2 (rs)
−2, where r and s are the two independent mode numbers that
label either of the states. In a separate paper [15] we are examining if these dependences
can be reproduced from Yang-Mills instanton contributions to anomalous dimensions of
the corresponding four impurity operators7.
However, the issue of whether there should be a precise match between the string theory
and gauge theory calculations is called into question by recent perturbative calculations.
An analysis in [4] suggests that the one-loop string calculation in the literature is incomplete
and may be incorrect. This raises questions about the claimed precise match with the gauge
theory analysis, which is also incomplete. Furthermore, perturbative calculations in ‘near-
BMN sectors’, both in string theory [20] and in the dual gauge theory [21], have shown
deviations from BMN scaling. Explicit tests show that in the strict BMN case scaling is
respected up to three loops [22], with indications from a related matrix model calculation
[23] that this may break down at four loops. In view of these issues in the perturbative
7After this paper was released, we indeed found in [15] that the coupling constant and mode number
dependences could be reproduced on the gauge side.
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sector, it was not obvious to what extent one should have expected agreement between the
non-perturbative effects considered in this paper with corresponding effects in N=4 SYM.
An agreement in the non-perturbative sector would suggest that is likely that BMN scaling
should hold even in the perturbative sector.
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A. World-sheet generators of plane-wave string theory
In this appendix we summarise the expressions for the generators of the plane-wave algebra
in the representation furnished by string theory in the light-cone gauge [2].
In the light-cone gauge the 32 supersymmetries of the plane-wave background are
described by 16 kinematic and 16 dynamical supersymmetries (only the latter receive cor-
rections due to string interactions). The kinematical supersymmetries, which satisfy the
anticommutation relations {q, q¯} = p−, are given by
q =
e(p−)
2
√
2π
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ(S + iS˜) ≡
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ
1
2
√
2π
θ¯ , (A.1)
q¯ =
1
2
√
2π
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ(S − iS˜) ≡
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ
e(p−)
2
√
2π
θ . (A.2)
The field S satisfies {S(σ), S(σ′)} = 2πδ(σ − σ′) with a similar relation for S˜. e(p−) =
sign(p−). In (A.2) we have defined
e(p−)
S + iS˜
2
√
2π
=
θ¯
2π
√
2
, e(p−)
S − iS˜
2
√
2π
=
θ
2π
√
2
. (A.3)
The dynamical supercharges are defined as Q+ = 1√
2
(Q+ iQ˜) and Q− = 1√
2
(Q− iQ˜) with
Q+ =
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ
[
pIγI θ¯ − ie(p−)
4π
∂σx
IγIθ − ie(p−)
4π
µxIγIΠ θ¯
]
, (A.4)
Q− =
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ
[
e(p−)pIγIθ +
i
4π
∂σx
IγI θ¯ +
i
4π
µxIγIΠ θ
]
. (A.5)
In terms of these variables, the first quantised hamiltonian is given by
h =
e(p−)
2
∫ 2pi|p−|
0
dσ
[
4πp2 +
1
4π
((∂σx)
2 + µ2x2)
]
+ e(p−)
[
−4πλ∂σλ+ 1
4π
θ∂σθ + 2µ(λΠθ)
]
. (A.6)
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The various mode expansions are as follows
x(σ, τ = 0) = x0 + i
∑
n 6=0
1
ωn
(
e
inσ
|p−|αn + e
−inσ
|p−| α˜n
)
,
|p−|p(σ, τ = 0) = p0 +
∑
n 6=0
(
e
inσ
|p−|αn + e
−inσ
|p−| α˜n
)
,
√
|p−|S(σ, τ = 0) = S0 +
∑
n 6=0
cn
[
Sne
inσ
|p−| +
i
m
(ωn − n)ΠS˜ne
−inσ
|p−|
]
,
√
|p−|S˜(σ, τ = 0) = S˜0 +
∑
n 6=0
cn
[
S˜ne
−inσ
|p−| − i
m
(ωn − n)ΠSne
inσ
|p−|
]
, (A.7)
where m = µp−α′ and the non-zero commutation relations are given by
[αk, αl] = ωkδk,−l , {Sk, Sl} = δk,−l , (A.8)
with similar relations for the right-movers. The quantity cn is defined by
cn =
m√
2ωn(ωn − n)
. (A.9)
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